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KEY FINDINGS:
● The fundamentals of success on Facebook engagement remain
the same: Pretty pictures of houses; good, useful information that
doesn’t have an agenda; and cost-savings opportunities all stand
to draw in consumers.
● Video engages Facebook audiences the most, followed by
property listings and images and infographics.
● The single biggest mistake agents make on Facebook advertising
is focusing on what they want and not want the consumer wants.
● While the biggest group of respondents spend $20 or more a
month on Facebook marketing, those who are serious about
Facebook advertising spend more like $500 a month, according to
experts.
● The best Facebook marketing avenue for generating both
seller and buyer leads is boosted posts, according to survey
respondents.
● If a Facebook ad does well, keep investing in it and ride the wave.

Inman conducted the survey between March 15 and 22, 2017. There were 680 respondents, with 479 (70.44 percent) identifying
themselves as agents, 166 (24.41 percent) identifying themselves as brokers, and 35 (5.15 percent) identifying themselves as coach/trainer.
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“People don’t come
ow many of Facebook’s 1.86
She posted a Facebook video ad
billion users could be a real
to Facebook to ‘shop’ telling her market’s homeowners about
estate agent’s next lead?
her mad pre-approval skills.
for a home; they
The social media top dog
Through simple images with text
come
to
Facebook
to
is a well-recognized platform for real
overlaid, she told Facebook users
‘shop’
for
a
person.”
estate professionals to communicate
that she had pre-qualified buyers for a
—Survey respondent
with consumers, attract buyers and
variety of different homes, from fixersellers and create their personal and
uppers to chi chi waterfront apartments,
business brand. The key is turning
giving ballpark figures of how much
agents’ management of their Facebook advertising
they were willing to pay.
from a Wild West scene into a well-oiled machine —
without losing that human touch.
As one respondent put it: “People don’t come
to Facebook to ‘shop’ for a home; they come
to Facebook to ‘shop’ for a person. People use
Facebook to find out who you are as a person and
use that to make their decision.”
Amid concern from survey respondents that the
Facebook real estate market has become saturated
and industry ads are becoming “white noise” to
consumers, those who are getting the most out of
it are measuring and tracking what they do, posting
consistently, investing more in ads that garner a good
As a result she received 11 listings — she’s currently
response and upping the ante.
working on seven with four more to come.
For real estate professionals who feel overwhelmed
Now, agents have been doing this kind of thing for
by all Facebook has to offer, they would do well to
years by putting a similar pitch on postcards through
remember that the fundamentals remain the same.
neighborhood mailboxes, but Douglas did it in a
People like to read about and look at beautiful
creative way on Facebook, with pictures, maps and a
homes. A celebrity or personality element always
lounge music track, and it did the trick nicely.
draws them in. Consumers roaming the internet love
The ad attracted 22,000 views, 53 reactions, five
an entertaining video or a good story that may only be
comments and those valuable 11 listings.
peripherally related to real estate but tells them more
It sounds so simple, doesn’t it? But Facebook lead
about their community — or their Realtor.
generation is still hard to predict even for the more
As an Orlando, Florida-based agent said:
experienced, with many agents unsure of what will
“Facebook hasn’t changed real estate. It just takes
work, still at the stage of trying things out, and others
the place of other means of communicating to your
having instant luck and success.
network.”
As an experienced marketing director and trainer of
Facebook in the office said: “While you do your best
22,000 views, 53 reactions, 5 comments,
to get a feel for your audiences and what performs
11 listings
well, you might find yourself surprised at what
In our research, Coldwell Banker Bermuda Realty
generates a lot of leads compared with what doesn’t.
agent Lisa Douglas, who’s been in the business for
It’s a lot of trial-and-error and continuing to adjust.”
two years, shared a major success story.
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Key findings

Don’t forget: You are in sales and
everyone loves a bargain.

Our survey results pin
down what’s working, the
roadblocks in the way,
stories of success and failure
and an idea of what support agents need when it
comes to Facebook lead generation.
We asked some key questions: First, which type of
post engages your Facebook audience the most?
Respondents indicated video (23.09 percent),
followed by property listings (19.71 percent), images
and infographics (16.62 percent), then random slice of
life tidbits (10.59 percent) as their top performers.

Comedy, funny quotes or cartoons, and home
valuations were also mentioned.
“Videos get the most engagement; thoughtful
image posts get the most reaction,” said a national
coach/trainer.
The survey also showed that Facebook leads,
not unlike online leads in general, are slippery and
snagging one doesn’t guarantee a deal. When
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asked how many leads
per month they generated
from Facebook, the biggest
proportion, 34.12 percent,
were only getting 0 to one;
while 14.85 percent were getting two to three; 13.38
percent were getting 10-plus; and 8.68 percent were
attracting four to six.
Quantity and quality do not always go hand in hand,
as one successful North Carolina agent said: “I was
doing 30-plus a month but pulled back because they

never turned into anything solid.”
Asked what type of Facebook ad/post they thought
was currently most effective for generating seller
leads, respondents said:
●
Boosted posts (18.09 percent)
●
Organic posts (12.79 percent)
●
News feed advertising (9.12 percent)
●
Promoted posts (6.47)
●
Lead ads (5.29 percent)
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For buyer leads, we gathered similar results:
●
Boosted posts (20.74 percent)
●
Organic posts (12.35 percent)
●
News feed advertising (8.82 percent)
●
Promoted posts (8.38 percent)
●
Lead ads or sign up forms (5.88 percent).
Nearly 30 percent of respondents weren’t sure
which type of ad is most effective for generating
buyer or seller leads, but those who did indicated that
boosted posts reign supreme in both cases.
The spend by agents on Facebook ads in real
estate still seems very low when companies such
as Curaytor, which specializes in helping people
generate and convert leads on Facebook, is
recommending agents spend around $500 a month if
they are serious players.
When asked about their spend, the largest group
of survey respondents (20.74 percent) said they spent
less than $20 monthly on Facebook; 17.21 percent
spent more than $20 and less than $50; 13.24
percent invested more than $50 but less than $100;
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and 11.47 percent threw more than $100 at it but less
than $200.
Of our group of respondents, just over 20 percent
did not spend on Facebook for lead generation.

The biggest roadblocks
For those feeling frustrated so far in their Facebook
lead generation experience, we asked — what are
the roadblocks? The following came through as the
biggest obstacles:
●
Time
●
Consistency
●
Lack of direction
●
Failing to track
●
Cost per lead versus the rate to closing
●
Return on time and money investment
“Everyone knows at least three Realtors, so it’s
standing out, being different on social media that is
difficult at times,” said one respondent.
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●	Talking about famous people or big names
in transactions
●
A post about a mosquito repellent recipe
●	A lead ad targeting sellers in select
neighborhoods offering a market snapshot
●	Igniting conversation with questions (tag your
friends and clients!)
●
Beautiful home photos
●
Just-listed ads in hot seller’s markets
●
Price reductions

True stories of Facebook success
Virality and interest on the internet can be a tough
nut to crack — what this variety of successful posts
shows is that Facebook is no different. Think art over
science, get creative, and remember trial-and-error.
Here are some real life examples:
The quality of the leads can present a major
problem, and related to that, weeding out the bad
from the good.
An established Boston broker, who spends over $200
a month on Facebook ads, noted that Facebook leads
can be distracted and easily bounce from the platform
back to Zillow and other consumer-facing sites.
Meanwhile, consumers are growing cannier about
handing over their information, and while they may
view something, they may not respond to the post,
added a California agent.
Tracing activity from Facebook to a closed sale is
not as easy as it looks, so agents might do best to
consider it as a supplement to the heavy lifting, which
happens through building relationships in person.

NICHE MARKETING
Targeting consumers on Facebook based on
certain factors is a popular, and effective, lead
generation tactic.
The majority of survey respondents (over 70
percent) noted that when they create Facebook ads,
they target for location, (70.74 percent), followed by
age (46.76 percent).

What does work?
But when asked to describe their own success
stories or those they have witnessed online, agents
demonstrated that they are, in many cases, gaining
real value and business from Facebook leads.
Here are some examples of Facebook strategies that
worked to win new clients, according to the survey:
●
Offering homebuying seminars for free
●	Re-targeting “coming soon” listings to people
who have visited your website
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“I think the best strategies
“Videos get the most engagement; selling real estate, but proving
we’ve found are going after
to the same people regularly
thoughtful
image
posts
get
the
most
niche markets with niche
that I am an industry and
reaction.” — National coach/trainer
offers via Facebook lead ads
neighborhood expert.”
which we’ve used to generate
Other success stories
incredible results,” a company
highlighting this opportunity
trainer shared. “For instance, a military relocation
feature a Lexington, Kentucky-based agent who
guide targeted towards Facebook audiences that are
boosted a post about a new grant program and
likely relocating to a specific area which has a military
snagged four leads out of it.
base.”
A Colorado-based agent, meanwhile, is working on
A Leland, Michigan-based rookie agent said: “I
a lead generation ad for sellers — a free homeselling
called out millionaires for a home and had over a
preparation guide, checklists included.
dozen responses.”
“I will also try and get a survey question answered to
A Washington, D.C. trainer added: “Our biggest
determine exactly what their single biggest challenge is
success comes from very specifically targeted ads to
when it comes to selling their home,” she said.
people, narrowing down the age range and location
If she attracts enough responses, she will compose
as much as possible, and providing an ad with a good,
an industry report from it.
clear call-to-action providing them something in return
if they fill in their information.”
MERGING STRATEGIES
Boiling it down: “Don’t try to advertise to an entire
A Re/Max agent in Canada who gets more than 10
population,” advised a Minnesota-based agent.
leads a month and invests between $100 and $200
“Create a custom audience from your database and
monthly said: “It is a combination of engaging video
advertise to them, and possibly their friends.”
tours, ‘coming soon’ campaigns, immoviewer tours,
combined with landing pages and spinning them all
DON’T BE SHY ABOUT YOUR EXPERTISE —
together with Facebook dark posts, native posting
FLAUNT IT!
and business posts.”
People come to Facebook to connect with friends
and browse baby photos, sure. But they also arrive
GET ORGANIZED
seeking knowledge and insights on everything from
An experienced Maryland/Virginia agent on a
what to cook for dinner to how to better organize their
successful team reported spending more than $500 a
laundry. Why can’t you be the person who’s there for
month on Facebook and goes about scooping leads
their questions about real estate?
in a very organized fashion.
A New York-based agent from a large brokerage is
“I post four ads a day. Three reach the general
connecting his YouTube videos (that demonstrate his
market; one targeting the Latino market. All ads
area of expertise) with Facebook.
generate on average 90 leads per month. All ads
“I boost a Facebook post usually once a week
include a link to a particular listing on my website.
spending $75. This gets me in front of hundreds or
“Once they click on the link, they receive a lead
thousands of locals and has gotten my YouTube page
capture page. They register; they receive a welcome
hundreds of views. I have received few leads, but
text and email and call. My Facebook business page
leads nonetheless,” he said.
has over 4,000 likes.”
Simply providing some helpful information, as one
Long Island-based agent does, has led to business. “I
GO ORGANIC
post videos explaining how they can save on fees and
Not all those finding success on Facebook are paying
taxes, in the community. It’s not necessarily about me
for advertising.
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“I got a Facebook message directly

A productive St. Louis-based
HOMES FLYING LIKE
from
a
high
school
friend
agent on a team said her
HOTCAKES
I
haven’t
seen
in
12
years
…
approach involves 70 percent
In a market with low inventory, a
being active on her Facebook
just-listed ad can be eaten up, too.
We’re now writing offers on a
personal page and 30 percent
“I had over 100 likes, 45-plus
property between $2M and $3M.”
on her business page.
comments and shares on a just— Malibu agent
“I lead by example and
listed paid ad. The open house
demonstrate my expertise in
was packed both Saturday and
my field, connecting with our clients,” she said.
Sunday. We received multiple offers the first weekend
“We have monthly gatherings pushed out through
and the home sold over list,” a California agent said.
social media and it results in $4 million to $5 million in
closed business each year. I don’t pay for advertising,
TARGET COUPON CUTTERS
and I don’t use a business page; they are stagnant.”
Don’t forget: You are in sales and everyone loves
a bargain: “A price reduction ad reached 35,392
EMBRACE THE POWER OF NATURAL
people, got 11,161 post engagements for $164.71 or
CONVERSATION
about $0.01 per post engagement,” said a happy team
Authenticity is also key, urged one respondent. “The
owner in Phoenix.
best Facebook lead generation is when you get
organic comments on your post. This increases the
VIDEO REIGNS — DON’T RESIST IT
visibility of the post to other people so you end up
As we found in our research, video can be the best
getting more leads.”
Facebook lead generator. As a Richmond, Virginiabased broker explains, this medium can work
SHOW YOUR SOFT SIDE
incredibly well:
And it doesn’t get much more authentic than this story
“I filmed a random three minute video for a new
from a respondent: “A buyer posted he had been
listing that I was about to put on MLS. The video
watching the progress of the agent’s wife’s pregnancy
posted Thursday evening and by my open house on
and saw what kind of individual he was and wanted
that Saturday, it had been viewed over 7,000 times.
help with his real estate needs.”
“Thirty people showed up to my open house, and I
had multiple offers on the house by that Monday.”
CREATE INTRIGUE AND DIALOGUE
Starting a conversation with an interesting topic can
TAKE RISKS WITH REAL TIME
be all it takes: “I will post a question about real estate
Facebook Live, meanwhile, is being put to good use
and tag a dozen or so past clients who may have
by some agents. How?
commentary to add. It results in a ton of comments,
“We are doing a weekly video update about our
often sparks compliments on our path service and
market. We use the Facebook Live feed because
typically leads to a referral,” said an experienced St.
Facebook is pushing it and we give candid updates,”
Louis-based agent.
said a seasoned Alaska agent.
DON’T UNDERESTIMATE EYE CANDY
And to no surprise, pictures of a pretty house are still
rocking it on Facebook. “A listing ad for a higherend property in the area with high-res professional
images and great copy, [led] to hundreds of leads,” a
successful Boston-based broker shared.
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OLDIES BUT GOODIES
Sometimes those high school friendships revived on
Facebook can be well worth it. It came up trumps for
this Malibu agent. “I got a Facebook message directly
from a high school friend I haven’t seen in 12 years.
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“She messaged saying: ‘I’ve seen your posts for
years on Facebook and wanted to get your advice on
purchasing a property.’ We’re now writing offers on a
property between $2 million and $3 million.”
SET UP A LEAD MAGNET AND CAPTURE SYSTEM
Having a landing page that captures leads’
information is a must, many respondents urged.
A Canadian agent has been successful with lead
capture landing pages using:
●	“Coming soon” campaigns that showcase
images or a video of a property before it hits
the market. If users want more, they have to
provide their name, email and phone details.
●	Virtual tours that showcase a home and entice
consumers to check it out. If they want to tour
the home further, they have to supply their
contact information and consent to a Realtor
reaching out to them.
EVENTS
Creating an event that you can talk about on
Facebook can also drum up real estate leads. One
agent spoke of producing a home and garden show
in Texas to spark interest and draw in new clients.

Where agents go wrong
What about mistakes? Where are real estate agents
going wrong in this marketing sphere?
When it comes to paid advertising, close to 20
percent of respondents said agents’ biggest misstep
is focusing on what they want rather than what the
consumer wants.
In addition, 13.97 percent pointed to creating the
wrong type of ad; 9.71 percent to failing to target ads;
and 5.59 percent to writing bad copy.
Other rookie moves mentioned by respondents were:
●
Not having a good call-to-action
●	Cutting and pasting non-organic boosted ads
from elsewhere
●	Having no lead capture setup for landing
pages
●
Failing to turn ad clicks and views into leads
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As for where agents were falling down generally on
Facebook (not paid advertising) respondents said the
biggest mistakes they see are:
●
Not posting regularly enough (20.74 percent)
●
Boasting (16.03 percent)
●
Posting too many listings (11.32 percent)
●	Posting content that’s too personal (10.59
percent) or too impersonal — you can’t win —
(8.38 percent)
●
Oversharing ( 7.06 percent)
●
Posting too often (4.56 percent)
This indicates that an agent struggling with
engagement might consider prioritizing upping
their posting frequency as they experiment with
improvement.
Other danger zones brought up by respondents
included:
●	Making Facebook content too transactional or
generic
●
Posting political statements
●	Using your personal page as a business page
and not complying with the license law
Home valuation tools came under attack from some
respondents. One warned against “ads offering a
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‘what is your home worth’ tool that blatantly becomes
a listing trolling tool.”
Too many home value ads competing against
bigger brands such as the Zestimate and Redfin were
a waste of time, added an experienced California
agent.

could generate interest in a listing or special offer, it
alone isn’t likely to prompt consumers to choose you
as their agent.
“It doesn’t work for sellers,” added a Georgia agent
who primarily does listings. “History has proven
that sellers do not go to Facebook to find an agent
because they want to know someone that has used
this agent or service previously. Obtaining seller leads
is still a phone call business.”
A Pennsylvania agent was attracting seller leads
with in-feed ads redirecting to a landing page, but
Facebook’s algorithms continually change, and some
strategies used to be more effective than they are now.
“I was generating 30 to 40 seller leads per month
for $5 per day at one time,” the agent said. “It’s not as
effective now in 2017 as it was at the end of 2015.”
Posting about a need for buyers can lead to sellers,
a Portland, Oregon agent has found: “It shows you
are actively working to help buyers, and if someone
knows someone with a home in that area, they are
likely to share.”

What role do brokerages play?
Buyer leads over seller leads
A number of respondents felt that Facebook was
better for buyer leads than seller leads, though one
can result in the other.
Facebook drives 98 percent of business for
this successful Houston agent, who explained: “I
post regularly and boost posts targeting a specific
audience; buyers are much easier to target than
sellers. I have a clear call-to-action on the post
sending to a landing page on my website with more
information and another call-to-action along with a
‘schedule a meeting’ feature online.”
What Facebook enables agents to do well is
target a particular market. This approach has worked
smoothly for another high-end Houston agent, who
noted: “I ran Facebook ads for my $2.6 million and
$3.7 million listings with a very specific target and
both buyers came from the ads.”
People still rely on word-of-mouth in choosing an
agent to sell, warned one respondent. Though an ad
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As agents work out how best to extract leads from
their Facebook activity, more than half of respondents
(54.85 percent) reported that they were not getting
any support from their brokerage in this area.
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One New Jersey broker summed up the brokerage’s
position: “We use our business Facebook page for agent
recruiting and brand awareness. Individual promotion
and lead generation is up to the agents.”
One possible reason brokerages are not offering
Facebook training is that it’s hard to get right and
brokers don’t know much about it themselves.
And if they do provide something, there are
complaints.
“The training, though offered, is not very good. I
could teach a better class. The issue is the teachers
are not actually in the field using the product,” said a
Florida team coordinator.
An experienced Boston broker on a team has not
found his Facebook training useful either.
“They are too focused on ‘likes’ and not on using
social media as a lead capture tool,” he said.
“It’s at a basic level and my knowledge exceeds the
random classes,” added another.
The overall message that came through from survey
respondents is that one-on-one training and anecdotal
examples of success stories from brokerages would be
more useful than general classes.

Those outsourcing in the minority
Respondents recommending outsourcing,
meanwhile, are in the minority at the moment.
When asked if they recommended managing
Facebook lead generation themselves or outsourcing
when spending money on Facebook lead generation,
more than 55 percent said to DIY while 24.5 percent
said to outsource.
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This experienced Atlanta-based agent is delegating
the role. “I have a full-time digital marketing specialist
who posts five times a day on my listings as well as
things that would be of interest to our clients,” she said.
The suggestion from a Missouri coach is to DIY to
start and learn the ropes, then to outsource as you
become more successful: “As you get too busy, let it
be an assistant or third-party project to free your time.
Social media can easily be scheduled for a long time
before you need to outsource. But ultimately, as a
Realtor, you need to eventually outsource.”
Sometimes a certain property calls for extra
measures. A Rhode Island agent paid a third party
to reach out across three states and to target one
international, income-based demographic when
marketing a $3 million luxury property. It was worth
the effort.
“One ad generated three showings in a week and
one person drove up from New Jersey to Rhode
Island,” she said.

What the experts say
Chris Smith, co-founder of Curaytor, whose sole
purpose is to help agents generate and convert
leads through Facebook advertising, had some more
tips for agents still in the wilderness on this form of
marketing. First off, get your wallet out if you are
serious about succeeding.
To be a client at Curaytor, you have to be prepared
to spend a minimum of $500 a month on Facebook
advertising.
In Smith’s experience, real estate professionals
doing well on Facebook are doing well (in their
business) already.
“Our clients are looking to partner with the geeks,”
he said.
Smith understands why brokerages don’t do
Facebook training — because it’s often something
they don’t understand that well either — but he still
believes they should be bringing people in to talk to
agents and educate them about the medium.
“Brokerages have a responsibility to do training to
make sure that their agents are the best in the world,”
he said.
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The Curaytor co-founder dismisses agent
complaints about oversaturation on Facebook. He
points out that a marketing method being popular is a
sign that it’s an avenue for success.
Smith warns that one of the biggest mistakes
agents can make on Facebook is reducing their data
down to a ridiculously small size — a ZIP code or a
certain age, for instance.
“When you reduce it so low, you end up not having
a reach,” he said. He recommends a 50,000 to
100,000 catchment size.
Facebook ads have a certain shelf life, he adds.
Keep innovating.
His advice is: “Don’t use Facebook ads for all
listings; use them for the special ones. And if an ad is
doing well, push the foot to the pedal and increase its
exposure. Don’t set it and forget it.”
Meanwhile, from the brokerage viewpoint, Heather
Flack, director of marketing at ERA Grizzard Real Estate
in Florida, said that in addition to training, a brokerage
can give agents content for their Facebook activity.
ERA Grizzard writes two blog posts for each of its
seven markets every month. Throughout the month,
the brokerage also features city spotlight videos with
accompanying blog posts.
“We reach out to agents for their comments and
tips they can add that showcase their experience, and
these are read by thousands of people who can share
the post,” Flack said.
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“We have a section in the email on how to share on
Facebook; we don’t manage Facebook for them but
do everything we can to make it as easy as possible.”
An agent might get 80 to 100 leads from such a
blog post, she said.
Flack agrees with Smith about being prepared to
spend more on an ad that is doing well. “You can
be surprised at how well an ad can do; that’s why a
discretionary fund to is good to put more into an ad if
the initial response is good, you can keep adding more.”
Flack, who does do Facebook training with agents
as part of social media training, says she has agents
Facebook Live streaming from new listings.
The company with nine offices has opened a studio
in one so people can come in and film themselves
and practice their videos.
Flack knows how popular video is on Facebook
and tries to encourage all agents — even if they don’t
want to be in front of the camera — to go out and film
the community and do voiceovers.
You don’t need to have a big, over-the-top
personality, she tells them.
And when agents say to her that Facebook
videos are just going to be white noise among the
competition for consumers’ attention, she tells them:
“There’s only one you. We could have thousands of
people posting about pool homes, but there’s only
one person who is going to represent it in the way
you are.”
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Inman's Survey on Building a Facebook lead campaign that works

Q1 What is your job title?
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Q3 Do you have a Facebook page for your
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Q4 How are you primarily using Facebook
for work?
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Q6 How much do you spend per month on
Facebook lead generation?
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I don’t use Facebook for work/lead generation

4.56%
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110

31
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Q7 Who do you primarily target in your
Facebook lead generation efforts?
Answered: 680

Skipped: 0

Buyer leads

Seller leads

Both (50/50)

I don’t work
in real estate

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

Buyer leads

22.06%

150

Seller leads

12.06%

82

Both (50/50)

63.97%

435

I don’t work in real estate

1.91%

Total

13
680
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Q8 What type of Facebook ad/post do you
think is currently most effective for
generating seller leads?
Answered: 680

Skipped: 0

I don't know

Boosted posts

Organic posts

News feed
advertising...
I don’t use
Facebook for...

Promoted posts

I don't try to
generate sel...
Lead ads
(sign-up forms)
Carousel ads
(multi-product)
Domain ads
(right-hand...

Event ads

Canvas ads
(only availa...
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

I don't know

29.85%

203

Boosted posts

18.09%

123

Organic posts

12.79%

87

News feed advertising (page post links -- video/image/text)

9.12%

62

7.65%

52

6.47%

44

I don’t use Facebook for lead generation
Promoted posts
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I don't try to generate seller leads on Facebook

6.32%

43

Lead ads (sign-up forms)

5.29%

36

Carousel ads (multi-product)

1.62%

11

Domain ads (right-hand column ads)

1.47%

10

Event ads

1.32%

9

Canvas ads (only available on mobile)

0.00%

0

Total

680
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Q9 What type of Facebook ad/post do you
think is currently most effective for
generating buyer leads?
Answered: 680

Skipped: 0

I don't know

Boosted posts

Organic posts

News feed
advertising...

Promoted posts

I don’t use
Facebook for...
Lead ads
(sign-up forms)
Carousel ads
(multi-product)
I don't try to
generate buy...
Domain ads
(right-hand...

Event ads

Page like

Canvas ads
(only availa...
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

I don't know

29.12%

198

Boosted posts

20.74%

141

Organic posts

12.35%

84

News feed advertising (page post links -- video/image/text)

8.82%

60

Promoted posts

8.38%

57
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I don’t use Facebook for lead generation

6.18%

42

Lead ads (sign-up forms)

5.88%

40

Carousel ads (multi-product)

2.94%

20

I don't try to generate buyer leads on Facebook

2.50%

17

Domain ads (right-hand column ads)

1.18%

8

Event ads

1.18%

8

Page like

0.74%

5

Canvas ads (only available on mobile)

0.00%

0

Total

680
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Q10 When you create Facebook ads for real
estate, which of the following factors do
you target for? (Check all that apply.)
Answered: 680

Skipped: 0

Location

Age

Interests

Interested in

Education

Job Title

Relationship
status
Behaviors
(i.e., likel...
None, I don’t
use Facebook...
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

Location

70.74%

481

Age

46.76%

318

Interests

32.06%

218

Interested in

22.21%

151

Education

8.24%

56

Job Title

5.29%

36

Relationship status

7.06%

48

Behaviors (i.e., likely to move)

28.38%

193

None, I don’t use Facebook targeting

18.82%

128

Total Respondents: 680
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Q11 Does your brokerage offer any
Facebook marketing/lead generation
training or support?
Answered: 680

Skipped: 0

Yes

No

Not sure

I don’t work
in real estate

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

Yes

35.88%

244

No

54.85%

373

Not sure

8.09%

55

I don’t work in real estate

1.18%

8

Total

680
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Q13 If you spend money on Facebook lead
generation/marketing, would you
recommend learning to do it yourself or
outsourcing it to third parties?
Answered: 680

Skipped: 0

I don’t spend
money on...

Outsourcing

Doing it
yourself

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

I don’t spend money on Facebook lead generation

20.29%

138

Outsourcing

24.56%

167

Doing it yourself

55.15%

375

Total

680
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Q14 How many leads per month do you
typically generate from Facebook?
Answered: 680

Skipped: 0

0-1

2-3

4-6

7-10

10+

Not sure

I don't use
Facebook for...
I don't
measure my...
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

0-1

34.12%

232

2-3

14.85%

101

4-6

8.68%

59

7-10

2.79%

19

10+

13.38%

91

Not sure

9.41%

64

I don't use Facebook for lead generation

11.76%

80

I don't measure my Facebook lead generation

5.00%

34

Total

680
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Q17 What is the single biggest mistake you
see agents making on paid Facebook
advertising?
Answered: 680

Skipped: 0

I don’t know

Focusing on
what they wa...
Creating the
wrong type o...
Failing to
target ads

Bad copy

Bad Images

Not creating
enough ads t...
Insufficient
budget
I don’t work
in real estate
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

I don’t know

40.29%

274

Focusing on what they want rather than what the consumer wants

19.26%

131

Creating the wrong type of ad

13.97%

95

Failing to target ads

9.71%

66

Bad copy

5.59%

38

Bad Images

4.71%

32

Not creating enough ads to test

3.68%

25

Insufficient budget

2.79%

19

I don’t work in real estate

0.00%

0

Total

680
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Q18 What is the single biggest mistake you
see agents making on Facebook in general?
Answered: 680

Skipped: 0

Don’t know/not
sure
Not posting
regularly...

Boasting

Posting too
many listings
Too-personal
content
Impersonal
content

Oversharing

Posting too
often
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

Don’t know/not sure

21.32%

145

Not posting regularly enough

20.74%

141

Boasting

16.03%

109

Posting too many listings

11.32%

77

Too-personal content

10.59%

72

Impersonal content

8.38%

57

Oversharing

7.06%

48

Posting too often

4.56%

31

Total

680
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Q19 Which type of post engages your
Facebook audience the most?
Answered: 680

Skipped: 0

Questions

Videos

Property
listings
Images/infograp
hics
Personal
updates
Random, slice
of life tidbits
Special
promotions/o...
I don’t know/I
don’t monito...
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

Questions

6.03%

Videos

23.09%

157

Property listings

19.71%

134

Images/infographics

16.62%

113

Personal updates

7.79%

53

Random, slice of life tidbits

10.59%

72

Special promotions/offers

2.21%

15

I don’t know/I don’t monitor my Facebook engagement

13.97%

95

Total

41

680
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Q22 How many years have you worked in
real estate?
Answered: 680

Skipped: 0

Less than 1

1

2

3

4

5

6-10 years

More than 10
years
I do not work
in the real...
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

Less than 1

5.59%

38

1

3.97%

27

2

8.97%

61

3

7.21%

49

4

4.41%

30

5

4.56%

31

6-10 years

10.44%

71

More than 10 years

54.12%

368

I do not work in the real estate industry

0.74%

Total

5
680
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Q23 Are you on a team?
Answered: 680

Skipped: 0

Yes

No

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

Yes

28.68%

195

No

71.32%

485

Total

680
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Q24 If your primary role is to sell real estate,
what was your/your team’s overall
production in 2016?
Answered: 680

Skipped: 0

Less than
$50,000
$50,001-$100,00
0
$100,001-$250,0
00
$250,001-$500,0
00
$500,001-$1,000
,000
$1,000,001-$5,0
00,000
$5,000,001-$10,
000,000
More than
$10,000,000
My primary
role involve...
My primary
role does no...
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

Less than $50,000

13.24%

90

$50,001-$100,000

9.71%

66

$100,001-$250,000

10.15%

69

$250,001-$500,000

6.18%

42

$500,001-$1,000,000

4.26%

29

$1,000,001-$5,000,000

17.35%

118

$5,000,001-$10,000,000

10.29%

70

More than $10,000,000

16.32%

111

My primary role involves real estate sales, but I was not selling actively in 2016

6.62%

45

My primary role does not involve real estate sales

5.88%

40
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